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In order for us to solve and rectify the global and moral problems of humankind, there must be a 
principled view of the Fall. This is the final desperate phenomenon of the Last Days due to Satan 
betraying God and dictating the course of history. It is the strategy of Satan to ruin and destroy 
humankind. If all this is not resolved, the problems of history cannot be solved, and there would be no 
way to liquidate the debts of history. Therefore, we are advocating returning to Godism, the true love 
ideology, and God's Creation and ideal as an alternative proposal. This is not egocentric but altruistic. We 
must create the object partners of our love. Without such content, there is no way the problems of this 
world can be solved. (219-266, 1991.10.11) 
 
The historical Fall originated from a wrongful marriage centered on a false parent. As Adam and Eve fell 
during their youth, the corruption of youth began in the Garden of Eden. They sowed the seeds of 
corruption of the youth. Owing to that, the whole ideal of God centering on Adam's family was 
completely shattered. Seeds planted just like that will grow, and in the Last Days there comes a time in 
which their fruits will be borne. 
 
There is no one in the world capable of preventing the corruption of the youth. America itself cannot stop 
it, but instead has become the field of free sex, homosexuality, and lesbianism. It is a complete mess. Can 
all these things be stopped by American education and religion? Such things cannot be blocked by 
America's political and economic power, or by military power. They can only throw their hands in the air. 
Then who is capable of solving these problems? Only God is. Since they were planted by false parents, 
the motive for committing sin was humanistic. Since the false parent, Adam, erred and messed everything 
up, and as he fell in ignorance, the restored Adam must understand the truth completely on earth. He can 
make Satan surrender by understanding the details of God's secrets, what the goal of His standard of 
perfection is, and what manner of wrongdoings the devil perpetrated. (302-222, 1999.6.14) 
 
The cause of all difficult global problems lies with two people: man and woman. Their entanglement led 
to national, global, and cosmic problems. What was their problem? Love. They erred in the matter of 
love. Hence, the True Parents must come and undo the corruption of the youth and the failure of Adam's 
family which was smashed to smithereens in Eden due to the false parents. The True Parents will 
bequeath the lineage of God's love, and all must become living beings centered on love, true olive trees 
and not wild ones. Those who become true olive trees will change their lineage. I am someone who has 
all the theoretical systems that can connect people to God's lineage. It is so if you go that path. That is a 
proven fact. (302-226, 1999.6.14) 
 
So what is Rev. Moon doing at this time? He has been solving all the problems centering on the issue of 
youth, which all representative nations – the so-called developed nations, namely of course the United 
States, Russia and China – and even religions have given up on. The very person who has been conferred 
the privilege to do that is Rev. Moon. There is no such person other than him. (302-228, 1999.6.14)  


